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Nouveau texte de Maitreya
Rael
Maitreya launches a new political system
which is the perfect solution to the
world economical and financial crashes
and the explosion of new technologies
making money and workforce obsolete:
the

PARADISM

Paradism is a political system that is similar to communism but has no “proletariat.” In
a paradist system, robots, nanobots and computers take the place of the proletariat or workforce.
Paradism is based on new technologies, such as robotics, genetic engineering and nanotechnologies.
All production, tools, services and resources that can be efficient without even one human involved can be nationalized.
The nationalization of all production, services and tools provided by robots renders money obsolete since these products, services and tools can now be free.
Communism failed because the very existence of a proletariat created inefficiencies. Without
the motivation of financial gain, the population had no incentive to work hard or to come up with
creative solutions. Automated production eliminates this problem because computers and robots
can be programmed for 100 percent efficiency. In addition, they can be more productive and active
than human beings since they do not need rest, sleep or time off for holidays.
Paradist nationalization includes all land and housing, with the exception of family homes.
In a paradist system, elected politicians work only because they are devoted to humanity. They
have no financial advantage or powers.
Paradism must first be accepted democratically by a population that understands the advantage
of a world without money, where everything is available to every person free of charge.
For example, robots already produce cars worldwide with very few humans involved, and even
those few will soon be completely replaced by robots.
The same is true for food. Vegetables produced on farms will be harvested by robots, with technology that already exists. Robotized trucks can then deliver the produce directly to consumers,
who will select what they want online.
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Services will be provided exactly the same way. For example, surgeon robots are already performing tasks more precisely than human surgeons can.
Everything a human being can do can be done better by robots.
Therefore, instead of working only for money, human beings can let all work be accomplished
by robots and use their lives to do what they like – creating, doing research and studies, pursuing the
arts, or meditating and achieving self-development. Under these conditions, the world will finally
reach the level of paradise. That is why this system is called paradism.
A paradist system is already in place on the Elohim Planet, and it is the only possible next step
for humanity. It is a process that leads to mondialization (nationalization on a worldwide scale).
Nationalization in a paradist process leads naturally to a world government, under which the mondialization of all world resources is a matter of simple justice for all Humanity.
I hope many people will start paradist political parties around the planet and promote this idea.
Paradism is coming soon anyway. But the sooner it comes, the better, for it can avert the additional
human suffering that will otherwise result from the more terrible and devastating economic crashes
that still lie ahead, when all economic and financial systems currently in use fail worldwide.
RAEL, August 30, 64ah
On August 31st, Maitreya
commented on this new
political system during a
meeting he had with local

Raelians in Tuscany.
‘“ We will launch this new
political system that is more
adaptable right away and that
comes at the right moment;
like anything that comes from
above; concerning the world’s
economical problems. We
must prepare humanity for the
arrival of this new era with no
work and no money. Raelians
are there to prepare the future
of humanity. This system is not
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for tomorrow, but for the day after tomorrow.
Paradism replaces communism, to make earth
into a paradise. This is indeed what we are preparing.”

Happiness Academy in
Lendava, Slovenia
Maitreya’s Summer visit to Europe had one
of its highlights in Lendava, Slovenia, during
the one-week Happiness Academy organized
by the European Raelian Movement. Pierre Gary who is the new leader of the European Raelian
Movement was obviously happy to see the 450 participants laugh and enjoy every moment of Maitreya’s teachings. This Summer academy was such a great success that all facebook addicts couldn’t
stop commenting on it for days after, all sharing pictures and the quotes that moved them. I will never
be able to give a full report of what we all experienced, learning and living the Raelian philosophy for
a full week, facing our established paradigms and choosing who we really want to be. But for those
who couldn’t attend or those who are considering
attending the up-coming ones, here is some food
for thought....the theme of that week’s academy
was ‘laughing’.
Words of Maitreya taken from notes:

ter, is to laugh with oneself.

.....................................................................
............................................................................
The best laugh is when we laugh at ourselves because laughing at others can be unhealthy. When we
laugh at ourselves, we elevate ourselves. But what
is even bet-

......................................................................................
..........................................................You have been told to
look smart, to study, to get diplomas. All their lives, people
try to prove that they are smart. It only proves that they are
not. If one is smart, one doesn’t need to prove it. When we
are not sure, we spend time to make others believe it, but the
more we try to make people believe we are smart, the less we
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are. The more stupid we are, the more
we pretend to be intelligent, which is a
source of depression. But the more we
are intelligent, the more we act stupid...
remember the picture of Einstein :-)
.................................................
The Elohim made everything to make
us laugh. Look at the crabs, the peacocks..., the evolutionists :-) You are at
the Happiness Academy to be happy...
Normal people need a reason to smile
and be happy. I want you all abnormal,
laughing and smiling without a reason,
giving happiness to others through your

laughter and smiles, happy that your happiness
gives happiness to others. The smile of a person who smiles because of you is important.
This is our goal: to make a planet happy. And
the objective of the Maitreya is to transform
all of you into laughing Buddhas to make this
planet happy
...........................................................

Everything that laughs is a biological robot capable to understand it’s surrounding
and to get pleasure out of it. The awakened
being is someone
who laughs at everything including nothing.
.............................................................There is an obvious contradiction for the being who is awakening, between the need to meditate
and the need to laugh all the time. But both work together. When we
meditate, there is an inner laugh within our cells happening. If you meditate seriously, you waste your meditations. The only thing one should do
seriously is to play. When I play, I play seriously, because I play. ;-) Everything else, I do while laughing. Laugh when you pray to the Elohim,
don’t cry like Christians do. Your laughter is the most beautiful prayer.
Better not pray if it is a sad prayer. (Jahwang on the picture on the right is
a Buddhist monk from South Korea who became a Guide Assistant at the
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end of this Academy. He is the Maitreya’s ambassador to the Buddhist community. His outer smile reflects years of inner smiles through the practice of meditation. Raelians of Europe had such a pleasure
discovering him as well as following the meditations he was leading, the way he leads them in his temple in Korea. )....................................................................................................................................
...........Some say “how can we be
happy when we think of all those
people who suffer on this planet?”
One cannot help the planet by
crying. If I am offered food, I will
eat with pleasure, taking energy to
help those who have nothing. If
you are hungry, you can not help
those who are starving. Enjoy
what you have while thinking of
those who have nothing, and you
will have more strength to help
them. Pray and meditate while
laughing because praying and
meditating should not be serious.
(the Guides on the picture above
are practicing this teaching) .................................................................................When we make a
prayer, we pray to the infinite, we pray to the messengers of
the infinite. To pray is
to send love without expecting anything in return. You send vocal or
silent vibrations which
make your body and
your brain vibrate which
elevates you. When you
pray, you must direct
your thoughts towards
something which elevates you. (on the right,
Rebecca who created a
meditative song-prayer
that touches us all....
Shalom, Salam, Elohim,
Amen...We couldn’t stop
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singing-humming it!)
...........................................................................................................................................
You can fall in love every morning, without an object of love. Or rather you can elevate yourself
to love, without an object of love. You can laugh for no reason and about everything and be in love
with no one yet with everything. You can put yourself in this state of love without any outside help.
Why let a person outside of you be responsible for this extraordinary state of love trance which makes
the colors brighter, which makes you want to sing... why let a stranger who can let you down the next
day be responsible for it? Why not create it on your own? If you can succeed, you are a Buddha. To
be a Buddha is to be in love with nothing and everything while having the same reaction, the same
enthusiasm, the same inner wonder as when you are in love with a person yet not being attached
to anyone or to anything. To be detached and in love, that removes one of the greatest parasites of
love which is jealousy. If you are detached and
in love, then you are not jealous because jealousy comes from attachment. You can then be
in love with everyone, with the planet, with
the infinite. Everything becomes the reason of
your love excitement... the eyes of each person,
a flower that blossoms, a star that shines. Be in
love with yourself, with everything, without an
object, then you are completely freed. And if
you chose to live with a partner, and your partner is not necessary for your happiness, then
your relationship will be a lot greater....
.........................................................................
........................................................................Happiness is a choice. On a happiness scale from 0 to
100, you can only be 100 because it is a decision.
When you decide to be happy, you put your neurones
in a happiness quest. When you wake up, you send
blood in your left frontal lobe and you start laughing.
The day will then become a great laughter explosion
while you rejoice from simple things. ........................
................................................................................
............................................. A dreamer makes others dream. A smiler makes others smile. Everything
which is not socially necessary is important. Art and spirituality have no social use, but are extremely
important. Poetry is supposed to be superfluous, there is no Minister of poetry or spirituality; there is
no Minister of the future either, yet it is so important.
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When you bring this superfluous, this uselessness, you make
people dream, like the Buddhist monk does with his bell in Tokyo’s streets. For a moment, the passers-by stop and question
their lives. They keep something of this vision. For a moment,
they dreamed. It is important to take the time to dream. Us Raelians have our heads full of dreams and we make the planet dream
too. We propagate dreams while realizing concrete things, like
the pleasure hospital. The pleasure hospital is not just a hospital;
it brings dreams to many people. The same way, the Embassy that
we will build brings dreams. We build it first in our heads which
is more important than building the Embassy itself. The path of
dreams that we are following is magnificent. We are climbing a
mountain while dreaming of its summit but it is almost sad that
the mountain has a summit. The one with a limited consciousness longs to see the summit. The one with an infinite consciousness rejoices to climb the infinite mountain.
Kimbangu, National Guide for France and a
great Poet has been nominated Guide Level
5.

Two new Guides were also nominated , Brent
from UK (above) and Dennis from Holland (left)
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Testimony by Iphigenie
“You who can write, why don’t you propose something about the Happiness Academy”
The subject was given.
Being a disciplined student and an embryo of a self-respected literate woman, I instantly
took the initiative to assemble my knowledge on the subject, to establish a rigorous and exhaustive
list of the activities we abandoned ourselves to during this week.
It is amazing how fast neuronal connections can take over! I was about to serve you a beautiful essay intro, in the French fashion, creating an imbroglio of limited interest that, I am almost
certain, you would not have digested.
My text will then rather be practically anchored in the direction of our philosophy. This shall
better retransmit all the riches that this great gathering allowed us to develop: anti-conformism,
love, happiness and most importantly laughter, the theme of the year.
From this point of view, I realized this week the power of decision that we are able to exercise upon ourselves. Raelians are
known to laugh and have fun with a mind-blowing ease, definitely greater than the average of the inhabitants of this planet. Yet
this week, we beat our own record.
Just imagine more than 450 people. 450 people who love each other, gathered in one room, with a common goal: instant
happiness.
Yes the more the merrier! And the more we laugh, the more we are ourselves... well, if it is what I get, I don’t mind that everyone thinks I’m crazy. Because to laugh is to express this happiness which is “written in our genetic code”. Those are the words
from the Maitreya who’s laugh is as intense as his correlative wisdom.
This explosive week was also alternatively giving room to an inner laugh, silent yet even more orgasmic. This inner laugh
does not perish. I have the pleasure of expressing it in every one of
my moves, my intentions, in every word that I have the pleasure to
share with you today.
The “Little clown” that I am comes out. “ You laugh about
nothing! They tell me. About nothing? I laugh because I am alive!
It is a rather good start!”
I laugh because I am happy, I laugh at and with myself. I laugh

about my old fears, of this ancient and collective fear of the
unknown which brought me agony and anxiety for much too
long.
Today, I throw myself into the unknown to better get to
know it...
I do it like Jahwang, Raelian Buddhist monk who follows his spiritual path while discovering science. Like our
scientists who humbly discover the wisdom of the Raelian

Pierre Gary, Europe Continental Guide and Philippe
Chabloz, National Guide of Switzerland
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philosophy. I was at the Happiness Academy last year. I was observing, listening, discovering. This year, I lived it. I was this time
able to admire, to receive and integrate the words of the Maitreya, the words of our Creators!
I can still remember Daniel Chabot on stage asking us to consciously disconnect the neurones of our choice, the neurones
that are the result of interference, of external, social and cultural pressures. We then had to make this disconnection solid by writing the object of this decision on a blank page. For me it was childishly easy. 6th of August, 3pm, transmission.
Today I know for sure that like Orev who broke her neurones of modesty, I will never be able to wear again those grey clothes
which covered my consciousness for so long. You are dubious about this analogy? You shall laugh, I already do so.
Till next year.

More Pictures including some of the fantastic artists who gave us more than their
talents....

Guyom
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Marco, national Guide for Italy

Charly

Dean, Guide from UK
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Lara, national Guide of the USA

Color, National Guide of Malaysia

Maitreya with Cameron
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